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delivery speed. In competitive postal 
markets transactional mail will not 
need to be distinguished from direct 
mail and prices may depend on 
factors such as customer type and 
speed/frequency of delivery. Private 
customers will value access and 
transparency while businesses will 
focus on cost. We expect most mail 
(more than 85%) to be suitable for 
low-cost, second-class post with 
longer transit times and just two 
delivery days each week.

In order to counter their shrinking 
revenues postal companies have three 
growth options:

International services – illustrated 
by TNT and DHL Global Mail.

Small parcel residential delivery, 
although innovative strategies will 
be needed to make this profitable.

Value-added services such as direct 
marketing and electronic services

As postal incumbents are large 
organizations, and as such, need time 
to transform, postal executives should 
start to change their business models 
now to face the increasing challenge 
from low-cost posts.

ß

ß

ß

Many EU members are on their way 
to implementing postal directives 
97/67/EC and 2002/39/EC to create 
a fully liberalized market. However, 
the hope that liberalization would 
be achieved by 2009, the original 
date set, is less likely now than 
ever. A recent vote by the European 
Parliament agreed that member states 
should have at least an extra two 
years – until 2011 – before having 
to complete full market opening. 
Whilst not all countries have stated 
their intentions as to when they may 
be ready, both the Netherlands and 
Germany have indicated that they 
will open their postal markets as 
planned in 2008.

Currently, European postal markets are 
not yet facing significant impact from 
competition. As recently as last year, 
incumbent organisations were still 
dominant and Earnings Before Interest 
and Taxes (EBIT) margins exceeded 
10% in many cases. However, this is 
unlikely to last once deregulation is 
rolled out. Our belief is that by 2015, 
the European postal service market 
will have changed significantly.

Incumbents are defending their  
home market against cherry-picking 
competitors who have lower costs and 
more sophisticated business models. 
Even though incumbents are fighting 
back with their own improvements  
in both productivity and quality, the 
new entrants are doing surprisingly 
well by developing low-cost models 
that reflect a decrease in urgency of 
mail deliveries.

This means further transformation  
of incumbents’ business models is 
needed. A hybrid postal model must 
combine low-cost with high delivery 
reliability – but not necessarily 
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In this report we focus on the 13 key 
markets in Europe: Germany (DE), 
France (FR), United Kingdom (UK), 
Italy (IT), Netherlands (NL), Sweden 
(SE), Spain (ES), Switzerland (CH), 
Belgium (BE), Norway (NO), Austria 
(AT), Denmark (DK) and Finland 
(FI). In 2006, the European postal 
sector delivered around 93 billion 
mail items and had a turnover of 
approximately �57 billion.

Compared to ten years ago, the mail 
business now faces significant 
changes. Not only has electronic 
communication grown enormously, 
but the postal directives 97/67/EC 
and 2002/39/EC have begun to have 
an impact as postal markets have 
been partially opened across the EU.

Today, there is still little competition 
within most EU countries, but what 
does the future hold for the established 
players in a competitive postal market?

This report discusses the impact of 
these changes and paints a picture 
of the European postal industry of 
the future.

The European Postal Markets
Today, the incumbent organisations in 
each country are still by far the most 
important providers of postal services.

Exhibit 1 presents an overview of the 
main postal operators that were active 
in the mail market in Europe in 2006.

The combined market share of the 
top five operators measures 77%  
of the total European market.

The market share of new entrants  
is still well below 5%.

ß

ß

Structural Changes in the Postal Market

 �

As of today the market shares 
basically reflect the size of the 
protected domestic mail markets  
and not the competitive strength of 
postal companies. Competition will 
certainly change this in the future.

The 2005 figures in Exhibit 2 show 
the incumbents had very good EBIT 
margins. In most countries this is a 
significant change compared to 10 
years ago. TNT (BU Mail) had the 
highest EBIT margin with 19.5 % in 
2005. Deutsche Post World Net (BU 
Mail), Correos (ES), Die Post (CH) 
and Finland Post also had EBIT 
margins above 10%.

Exhibit 1 Key players in the European 
postal market 2006

100% = 57 bn. Euro (€)

Germany (Deutsche Post)
France (La Poste)
United Kingdom (Royal Mail)
Italy (Posteitaliane)
Netherlands (TNT)
Sweden (Posten AB)
Others1

23%

20%

18%

9%

7%

5%

18%

Source: Annual Reports 2006, 100% = ca. 57bn.
1 Spain, Switzerland, Belgium, Norway, Austria,  
Denmark, Finland
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Germany has set 1 January 2008 as the 
date for fully liberalizing their postal 
market, a date also being considered 
by the Netherlands (see Exhibit 3).

The Universal Service Obligation 
(USO) has been an integral feature  
of postal service for many years, 
providing delivery anywhere in the 
country for the price of a stamp – 
ubiquitous delivery for a uniform 
price. As a result, postage price does 
not necessarily reflect the actual cost 
of delivery since high-cost areas are 
being priced below actual cost and 
low-cost areas are being priced above 
actual cost.

Further USO regulation areas include 
the number of weekly delivery days. 
All incumbents deliver on 5 to 6 days 
a week in contrast to a lower deliver 
frequency offered by most new entrants. 
Also regulated is the service level for 
transactional mail requiring a high level 
of next day delivery (D+1), i.e. above 
a rate of 80% or 90% depending on 
national regulation. Density of contact 
points, like access to counters and to 
mailboxes according to the needs of the 
users, is another important obligation 
for a postal service provider.

USO regulation is a major subject  
of the current political debate about 
market liberalization. Looking at other 
markets like the parcel/express market 
or the telecom sector, we believe that 
USO will become obsolete with the 
increasing level of competition. Referring 
to the parcel/express markets, we 
observe only minor differences in  
the service levels for urban and rural 
areas and also uniform prices within 
a country – at least for private customers. 
We also see that private parcel shops 
emerge wherever postal companies 
leave room for private competitors.

Status of postal market 
regulation in Europe
All EU Member States have 
implemented the postal directives 
97/67/EC and 2002/39/EC or are in 
the process of complying with these 
directives. As of today, the EU is still 
heading for a liberalized market by 
2009, but that date may change to 
2011 or later (see Exhibit 3).

All the countries have begun to open 
their postal markets. For regulatory 
purposes there has always been a 
distinction between personalized mail 
communication (which we will call 

transactional mail in this document), 
direct mail (advertising), newspapers 
and merchandize fulfillment.

The segments of transactional and 
direct mail above 100 grams have been 
liberalized in every country mentioned 
in this report. Half of the countries 
lowered the level of liberalization down 
to 50 grams. Unaddressed direct mail, 
newspapers and parcels are liberalized 
as well, except in unaddressed mail 
in Switzerland.

Exhibit 2 EBIT margins of the key players in the postal market 2005
(in percent)
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Exhibit 3 Status of regulation of the postal market per country
Structural changes in the postal market

Country

Transaction Mail Direct Mail Periodicals International

Fulfillment
Complete 

Liberalization
>100g >50g >0g <50g >50g Unaddressed Magazines Outbound Inbound

Austria • • • • • • • • • planned 2009

Belgium • • • • • • • • not scheduled

Denmark • • • • • • • • not scheduled

Finland • • • • • • • • • • achieved

France • • • • • • • • not scheduled

Germany • • • • • • • • • • achieved

Italy • • • • • • • not scheduled

Netherlands • • • • • • • • unclear

Norway • • • • • • • • 2011

Spain • • • • • • • • • • 2009

Sweden • • • • • • • • • • achieved

Switzerland • • • • • • not scheduled

United 
Kingdom • • • • • • • • • • achieved

■ unless price exceeds 2.5x standard price
■ >50g, unless price exceeds 2.5x standard price
■ >100g

Updated February 2008

Source: ECORYS: Development of competition in the European postal sector, 2005; corporate websites, websites of the countries’ ministries with primary responsibility for postal policy
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Status of privatization
Opening up the market means the 
emerging of competition. To stay 
competitive the incumbent has to 
invest in huge transformation programs 
including new service offerings, new 
sorting technologies, new IT systems 
and other supporting systems, alliances 
and joint ventures. The more pressure 
is applied to invest in restructuring 
and expanding their own business, the 
bigger the need for attracting investment 
capital from the private sector – to 
privatize. Privatized companies have 
the advantage of partnering with other 
companies, for example, publishing 
companies and banks and of executing 
M&A activities.

Today two forms of legal status are 
dominant in Europe (see Exhibit 4):

Incorporated companies are  
the national postal operators 
established as public enterprises  
but still exclusively state owned.  
An incorporated company gives 
more powers and independency to 
the postal management to run the 
postal services, while in addition  
to the regulatory authority the 
government maintains, (certain) 
shareholder influence over the 
business decisions of the company. 
This process has been implemented  
in most Member States.

Privatized companies have sold 
shares of the (incorporated) national 
postal operator to the private sector. 
As postal services are increasingly 
seen as commercial services, the 
recent trend is a clear development 
towards private sector involvement 
or privatization of postal companies. 
Clear examples are Germany (DPWN) 
and the Netherlands (TNT).

ß

ß

Exhibit 4 Status degree of privatization of the incumbents

Country Incumbent IPO Legal Status
Status of 

Privatization
Comments

Netherlands TNT Yes Privatized 100%
Completely privatized 
since 11/21/2006

Germany
Deutsche Post 
World Net

Yes Privatized 69%

Austria
Österreichische 
Post.at

Yes
Partly 
Privatized

49% 5/16/2006

Belgium
De Post/ 
La Poste

No
Partly 
Privatized

50%

In September 2005, 
government decided to 
sell 50% minus 1 share to 
CVC and Post Denmark

Denmark Post Denmark No
Partly 
Privatized

25%
CVC bought 22% of 
shares in 2005; 3% 
owned by employees

Italy Posteitaliane No Incorporated 0%

United 
Kingdom

Royal Mail No Incorporated 0%

Spain Correos No Incorporated 0%

Switzerland Die Post No Incorporated 0%

Finland Finland Post No Incorporated 0%

France La Poste No Incorporated 0%

Norway Posten Norge No Incorporated 0%

Sweden Posten AB No Incorporated 0%

Incorporated: the national postal operator established as a public enterprise that is exclusively state-owned.
Privatized: companies have sold shares of the (incorporated) national postal operator to the private sector.
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With mail market liberalization, we 
expect privatization to continue and 
to accelerate.

Electronic substitution
The steep decline of total mail volume 
due to electronic alternatives 
predicted by some market analysts 
for over a decade has not happened. 
For example, the strong decrease of 
16% to 39% predicted by Finnish 
Post in 1995 has not occurred.1

In fact, the transactional mail volumes 
have been almost flat over the last 
years and direct mail volumes have 
even increased slightly (see Exhibit 5).

What we have seen is a strong growth 
of electronic forms of communication 
especially email and Electronic Data 
Interchange (EDI). This in turn has 
resulted in a loss in the importance of 
mail communication. Today urgent 
messages are not sent via physical 
mail anymore – and even fax is 
disappearing fast. Electronic 

communication like EDI, email and 
short message service (SMS) cover 
the need for fast communication 
much better.

The strength of transactional mail is in 
individual appreciation and its ability 
to deliver content confidentially. 
Mailings can be looked at several 
times, be stored away and can be 
easily accessed.

As traditional mail has its specific 
advantages compared with electronic 
communication, we expect only 
slightly decreasing mail volumes in 
the future. However the key impact  
of electronic substitution is that the 
traditional transactional mail is losing 
value. The needs of the customer 
reflect a shift away from the relatively 
fast transactional mail delivered in 
D+1 to low priced products with a 
lower service quality level in terms  
of delivery speed. In a competitive 
postal market this creates an 
interesting service opportunity for  
new entrants which will put a 
downward price pressure on the 
incumbent postal companies.

While we expect electronic substitution 
to have a negative impact on the size 
of the mail market, we also expect 
small parcel residential delivery to 
have a positive impact. Due to the 
growth of online shopping and 
internet auctions, market observers 
expect an increase of 3-5% per year 
in this segment – a cumulative 
growth of 20-25% through 2015.

Exhibit 5 Development of mail  
item volumes in Europe
EU1 middle estimates  
(in bn of postal items)
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110.7 112.3 113.2 114.2 118.3 116.9

1 European Union 25
Source: Universal Postal Union

1 Source: The Economist.com; May 2007



Defending the home market
Given the high level of profitability  
of most postal incumbents, their first 
concern will be to protect their home 
market position. As regulators have 
started to open market segment after 
market segment, postal incumbents 
face the competition from newly 
created companies going after the 
most attractive segments of the postal 
market. Moreover, these new entrants 
have the advantage of a lean business 
model, no universal service obligations 
and above all, a low-cost, non-
unionized and flexible workforce.

The state-of-the-art  
incumbent model
During the last ten years the postal 
sector in Europe has made huge 
progress in terms of delivery quality 
and efficiency. In the early 1990s, 
the amount of mail delivered next 
day within the countries was much 
lower. International transit times 
were more than 5 days compared 
with 2-3 days today. A good 
example is postal productivity in 
Germany, which was 80% higher 
in 2005 than it was in 1995.

This transformation of the postal 
sector was a direct consequence of  
the transformation of most postal 
incumbents from a governmental 
department into a private enterprise. 
The hallmarks of the state-of-the-art 
incumbent model are:

Products: A streamlined product 
portfolio addresses the customer 
needs in terms of quality. For 
transactional purposes (documents, 
financial statements, invoices and 
newspapers), postal companies 
created a product with a high share 
of next day delivery (1st class mail) 
whereas the more cost conscious 

ß

advertising industry can use 
different forms of addressed and 
unaddressed mail products with  
a 3-5 days delivery cycle.

Operations: Ten years ago, manual 
sorting, often in several hundred 
locations, was still prevalent in 
Europe. Operations were managed 
by a multi-level, inefficient 
administration. Today state-of-the-
art production systems have a high 
degree of centralization and 
automation coupled with 
streamlined administration. Based 
on sophisticated postal codes, 
sorting has been centralized in a 
small number of core sorting 
centers. During the last few years 
even the sorting of the delivery tour 
has been partially transferred to 
sorting machines, known as tour 
sequencing sorting. This has led to 
much lower labour and 
transportation costs and, at the 
same time, to higher delivery speed 
and delivery quality.

This transformation of postal 
incumbents has led to a high and 
stable level of profitability although 
price increases have been below  
the inflation rate. The performance 
improvement was mainly based on 
labor cost reductions.

ß

Strategic Battlefields

Defending the home market and the search for future growth
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Success of new entrants
Does a new entrant have a chance 
to succeed given the highly 
sophisticated operational model of 
most postal incumbents in Europe? 
Interestingly enough, the new 
entrants are doing extremely well – 
at least in terms of revenue growth 
(see Exhibit 6).

Their success is not based just on 
lower labor costs and cherry picking 
the most attractive market segments. 
It is based on a new, even more 
sophisticated business model. In an 
analogy to the aviation industry, we 
call this the low-cost post:

Products: The growth of electronic 
communication channels has 
significantly reduced the need for 
next day delivery for transactional 
mail items. Today love letters are 

ß

sent by SMS, offers are dispatched 
by email, and account statements 
can be downloaded online. Mail is 
still an important communication 
channel, but next day delivery is not 
an important feature anymore.

The majority of mail items require 
neither daily (i.e. five or six times 
per week) delivery nor next day 
delivery. For most customers twice-
weekly delivery combined with a 
high degree of reliability is good 
enough if they can get this service at 
a much lower price. For these 
customers, transit times of 48 to 72 
hours are acceptable.

Operations: A network which 
supports these product features in 
the most cost efficient way does not 
require an extensive network of fully 
automated sorting centers. By 
focusing on bulk mail items, low-
cost posts can use computers instead 

ß

of expensive sorting machines. 
Printing the mail items in a specific 
sequence and bundling for the final 
delivery area or even the final 
delivery tour makes mail sorting 
obsolete. Only the splitting of mail 
shots in central cross-docking 
facilities is still necessary.

Of course, the biggest cost advantage 
of this low-cost model lies in the 
delivery organization. In principle, the 
delivery organization could rely on 
part-time workers with two shifts per 
week. However most low-cost services 
prefer an alternating model with four 
delivery days covering a specific 
household either Tuesday/Thursday or 
Wednesday/Friday. This creates a 
more attractive work arrangement for 
the postal worker with four shifts but 
only two delivery tours per week for a 
specific address.

Since low-cost posts have to rely on 
newly hired employees or on 
subcontractors to do the work, they 
have developed sophisticated quality-
control programs that track the flow 
of mail items down to the very 
mailbox of the addressee. This allows 
for easy detection of problems and 
helps to convince mailers that they 
are receiving quality service.

Additional flexibility can be created 
if the mail sequencing is not based 
on relatively coarse postal codes but 
rather on small delivery segments 
covering not more than 10 
households. This creates the 
opportunity to manage the size of the 
daily delivery tour according to the 
mail volume.

Exhibit 6 Examples for the success of entrants in the European postal market
Development of item volume and market share
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(transactional mail). For all bulk 
mail items (roughly 50%-60% of 
transactional mail items), the low-
cost post can offer a significantly 
lower price. We expect that most 
mailers will choose the low-cost 
and somewhat slower alternative. 
Though national markets differ in 
some aspects a typical scenario for 
the incumbent could look like this:

A stagnating total market volume 
compared to 2006

A slight shift from transactional 
mail to direct mail

A drop in market share of the 
incumbent from nearly 100% to 
80%

A decline of the average mail price 
of around 20% compared to 
current level

Adding together the effects on the 
revenue side leads to a revenue 
erosion of about 35% to 40% for the 
incumbent by 2015.

Of course it may well be that we will 
see both scenarios within the EU 
depending on the decisions of the 
national regulators and on the degree 
of uniformity in market regulations 
enforced by the EU.

−

−

−

−

To capture the full benefit of this 
flexibility also requires a move away 
from the traditional push-based 
supply chain, where the capacity of 
the mail organization is basically fixed 
and the actual mail volume is only 
known in hindsight. Low-cost mail 
providers will ask their customers to 
book a specific delivery date and 
specify the expected mail volume. An 
advanced planning and scheduling 
tool will then determine the capacity 
requirement in the whole network.

Outlook 2015
Building on the trends we recognize 
today, we believe there are two 
potential scenarios worth looking at:

Continuation of a regulated postal 
market: If the liberalization of 
postal markets by 2009/2011 does 
not happen, or is effectively 
undermined by USO regulation on 
new entrants (as in Finland), we can 
expect no significant change for the 
incumbent postal operators. They 
will lose some market share at the 
fringes to new competitors and they 
will have to cope with a slow but 
steady decline in 1st class mail 
items. As most incumbents will be 
able to compensate these revenue 
losses by additional productivity 
gains and by developing new value-
added services, profitability levels 
will stay as they are today.

Competitive postal market: If the 
postal market is effectively opened, 
we can expect a very significant 
challenge for the incumbents. They 
not only face a 20% loss in market 
share to the new entrants but also a 
price erosion of their most profitable 
product segment: the 1st class mail 

ß

ß
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postal services with decent quality at 
a much lower price – which they can 
often get from the new entrants.

The incumbents will be challenged to 
achieve this. They cannot simply copy 
the business model of the successful 
new entrants as they are still bound 
by the Universal Service Obligation. 
So the incumbents have to look for a 
hybrid (multi-quality) postal model 
that combines the advantages of the 
low-cost post model with the high 
quality model that European 
incumbents have today.

Developing a hybrid postal model
Developing a hybrid postal model for 
the incumbents is essential to meet the 
current new product and price 
standards. (We use the term hybrid 
postal model since the term hybrid 

 12

The success of major 
transformation programs
During the nineties TNT and 
Deutsche Post were the first postal 
incumbents to transform their 
traditional business through major 
multi-year programs. Now almost all 
European postal operators have 
concluded similar transformation 
programs. The results can be seen 
in today’s figures: higher productivity, 
high quality and high levels of 
profitability.

To counter the challenge of market 
liberalization and electronic 
substitution we believe postal 
incumbents have no choice but to 
enter into a second wave of a 
fundamental transformation of their 
business models. This is particularly 
important as customers demand 

Exhibit 7 Characteristics per mail category

Category % of Market Characteristics

Bulk 65%

Homogenous product

Mainly B2C (business to commerce)

Large volume orders (>2000 up to several million)

Digital address file

Pre-sorted delivery by mailhouse

ß

ß

ß

ß

ß

Collection 25%

Mixed weights and volumes

B2C and B2B (business to business)

Medium sized orders (100-2000 items)

Not pre-sorted

Active collection at sender’s location

ß

ß

ß

ß

ß

Private 10%

Single items

Consumer mail

Passive collection via mail box

ß

ß

ß

The Transformation of Postal Businesses
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mail model might be confused with 
the combination of electronic 
submission of mail items, printing 
and mail delivery). The development 
of such a model will be heavily 
dependent on market, geographical 
and organisational characteristics 
and cannot be fully presented in this 
document. We will only highlight 
two important areas: Product/Price 
and the Postal Supply Chain.

Product/Price Strategy in a 
competitive mail market
In most European countries, postal 
product definitions and pricing are 
based on content. In a competitive 
market, content will not be a 
differentiator and so the distinction 
between transactional mail and direct 
mail will disappear.

New product and price strategies will 
therefore be based on other categories, 
such as mail shot volume, business 
vs. private customers and speed/
frequency of delivery:

Mail shot volume: In terms of 
handling costs there is a clear 
difference between high volume 
mail shots (bulk mail) and 
individually written letters 
(collection mail). Exhibit 7 shows 
the characteristics per mail type.

Business versus Private mail: At 
least 90% of the mail volume is from 
business customers, with just 10% 
from private customers. We think 
that in a competitive market it will 
become more and more important to 
stand apart from competition 
through differentiation in products 
and pricing for both business and 
private customers:

ß

ß

For business customers (bulk and 
collection products) pricing will be 
the most important factor. 
Mechanisms like area prices and 
pre-book discounts will be 
differentiators. Unlike the past with 
its regulated price lists and 
discount structures, we expect that 
flexible and dynamic pricing will 
become a standard practice – some 
new entrants have already 
introduced auctions.

For private customers ease of 
access and transparency are most 
important. For instance Norwegian 
Post introduced a product based on 
format, not on weight and 
independent of content.

Delivery speed and frequency: we 
expect that more than 85% of the 
mail volume will not require five or 
six deliveries per week and short 

−

−

ß

transit times (D+1). This will trigger 
a second-class mail product, 
characterized by two delivery days 
per week, longer transit times and 
significantly lower prices. The 
remaining volume of less than 15% 
will still need a first-class delivery 
(D+1) product which will require 
significantly higher pricing just to 
reach a break-even level (see 
Exhibit 8).

Taken together the changes in the 
product/price space in terms of 
customer needs and competitive 
positioning will force postal 
incumbents to redesign their complete 
product portfolio – a challenging 
undertaking in a still regulated and 
highly political environment.

Exhibit 8 Expected product shift 2007/2015
Changing product portfolio 2007/2015
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Postal supply chain
Customer requirements (lower prices, 
reliability) and competition will direct 
the postal supply chain to radical cost 
reduction. As already mentioned, the 
sorting process can be optimized by 
optimal usage of digital sorting – i.e. 
sequenced printing according to 
delivery areas.

We believe that pricing incentives 
will also increase the percentage of 
digital sorted mail volumes, which 
will have an affect on the capacity 
requirements. Currently incumbents 
tend to have large sorting centers, 
but in the future, supply chain 
splitting centres, specialised in 
optimal handling of containers and 
bundles of pre-sorted mail will form 
the backbone of the sorting process. 
Traditional sorting of mail will 
become a minor process in the end, 
preparing unsorted mail to be 
processed in the splitting centres  
(see Exhibit 9).

A second important feature will be in 
the further development of sorting 
and sequencing activities, currently 
executed by the delivery personnel: 
the so called last mile. Efficient 
centralised processing of pre-sorted 
mail will enable a significant decline 
in manual sorting and sequencing 
processes, thereby optimising the 
delivery effectiveness of the last mile.

As the number of sorting centers are 
reduced, we also expect a streamlining 
of the transportation networks. With 
longer transit times, it is possible to 
reduce expensive air transport or 
express land transport and to move 
the mail volume to standard road 
transport services.

Fifty percent of the costs of mail 
delivery are determined by the last 
mile and we believe that radical 
changes are possible in this part of 
the network. As postal incumbents 
struggle to combine the twice a week 
delivery cycle with the six days per 

Exhibit 9 Comparison of current and low-cost post operational model

Bulk Mail
(pre-sorted) 1st Sorting

Splitting

2nd Sorting

Splitting

Delivery
Sequencing

Delivery
Sequencing

Current set-up

Collection Mail
(unsorted)

Bulk Mail
(pre-sorted
sequenced)

Low-cost set-up

Pre-sorting
(including

sequencing)

Collection Mail
(unsorted)

week delivery cycle we see three future 
scenarios for a postal delivery model 
(see Exhibit 10):

Integrated delivery organization: 
The first scenario where first class 
mail and second class/direct mail is 
delivered in an integrated way. This is 
the situation we see today in almost 
all European postal organizations.

Separate delivery organizations: 
The second scenario is where 
separate delivery organisations will  
be operational. One organisation 
dedicated to first-class mail, 
operating 6 days per week; and  
a separate delivery organisation 
dedicated to second class/direct 
mail, operating only 2 days per 
week. There is a labor productivity 
loss as the same mail volume has to 
be delivered in eight instead of six 
delivery tours per week. This can 
be partially offset or even be 
overcompensated by a decrease in 
labor costs as low-wage personnel 
could be used for the low-cost post 
delivery. This is what we are 
observing in some countries where 
postal operators have acquired new 
entrants and run them parallel to 
their existing organization.

Virtually-integrated delivery 
organization: The third scenario is 
to find a combination of scenario 
one and two: no extra fixed costs 
for an extra delivery round in 
combination with a delivery of 
second-class/direct mail in parts of 
the tour only. According to our 
research, such a virtually-integrated 
scenario will have an efficiency 
increase of 15% to 20% compared to 
an integrated delivery organization.

Of course, local market, 
organizational, technical, regulatory 
and social aspects will all influence 
which scenario is optimal regarding 
delivery costs. Therefore, there is a 
need for a careful transition process 
to a new delivery model.

ß

ß

ß
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Growth Options  
for Postal Companies
Since the mid-90s postal 
organizations have started to look 
for growth options outside their 
traditional home mail market. We 
can distinguish four growth options: 
international expansion in mail, 
residential home delivery, value-added 
services and diversification into 
businesses such as financial services, 
express parcel and logistics.

Attacking as a New Entrant
In the last decade, several incumbents 
have started international mail 
business outside their home country 
and outside their traditional reserved 
area. Cross-border mail was the first 
market segment where competitive 
mail markets developed. As domestic 
markets were opened incumbents 
became interested in foreign domestic 
mail business. Today TNT, Deutsche 
Post, Swiss Post and Posten Norge are 
the most active players in 
international mail markets.

Two examples outline the 
opportunities in extending business 
across country borders:

The Netherlands’ incumbent, TNT, 
is one of the most successful 
examples of entering a foreign 
postal market and becoming a new 
entrant itself. Today TNT is already 
a significant new entrant in 
Belgium, Italy, Germany and the 
United Kingdom. TNT is focusing 
on addressed, unaddressed direct 
mail, and transactional bulk mail 
with not more than twice weekly 
delivery.

The German incumbent, Deutsche 
Post, bundled all international mail 
services outside Germany under the 
new brand, DHL Global Mail, in 
October 2004. This provides 
international business customers 
with global mail solutions which are 
tailored to meet their specific needs, 
such as corporate communications, 
direct marketing, sample goods 
delivery, value-added services and 
press distribution.2 Besides their 

ß
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cross border mail business, Deutsche 
Post is most active in the domestic 
markets of the Netherlands and the 
United Kingdom.

Being successful is about entering  
the right market at the right time and 
in the right way to be able to get the 
required market share. Based on the 
experiences with successful new entries 
in the Dutch, German and Swedish 
markets, it seems to take about five 
years to become competitive and reach 
break even.

The key issues for a new entry 
strategy include:

first mover versus fast follower

organic growth versus acquisitions

background of the start organization 
(residential delivery, newspaper 
delivery, addressed mail, 
unaddressed mail)

Entering an incumbent’s domain as a 
first mover bears the highest risk as 
the first new entrant faces the costs 
to fight regulative and other barriers 
of a semi-monopolistic market. Some 
incumbents have been active in 
other countries (just for the sake of 
“being there”), without being able to 
build any meaningful and 
sustainable business.

The second challenge is to acquire 
enough mail volume and to build the 
network in parallel. The problem is 
where to start. Sales will not be 
achieved without geographical 
coverage, but putting the 
infrastructure in place to achieve 
geographical coverage before being 
sure of sales requires major 
investment, which may not be an 
acceptable risk. Investments in 
coverage can be lowered if synergies 
are made with other delivery 
networks. As volumes increase, mail 

ß
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2 DE Deutsche Post (2005c) Investors’ factbook, p. 6.

Exhibit 10 Options for postal delivery organization

Scenario Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Integrated 
delivery 
organizations

Dominant 
current 
model

Separate 
delivery 
organizations

Possible 
future 
models

Virtually 
integrated

 1st class mail

 low-cost post

Source: Capgemini analysis and subject matter experts
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delivery can be separated from its 
original backbone such as newspaper 
delivery. The chosen strategy, a 
combination of acquisitions and 
organic growth, will determine the 
network development costs.

The third challenge is the 
transformation process, the ability to 
merge the acquired business into one 
operationally excellent low-cost 
postal model, to deliver the products.

Small parcel residential delivery
Residential delivery is one of the few 
postal market segments that is 
actually growing. Online shopping 
and online auctions are the main 
drivers for this growth. Market 
research expects the market for home 
delivery to grow by about 3% to 5% 
per year over the next 5 years.

Postal incumbents have long struggled 
to make this product segment 
profitable as prices for B2C delivery 
from mail order companies tend to be 
very low. Attempts to combine B2C 
delivery with B2B parcel services have 
generally not been successful as the 
price sensitivity and the quality 
demands in these markets are 
significantly different. Both TNT and 
DPWN have therefore decided to 
move this business from their express 
division back into the mail division.

However there are alternative 
strategies to make home delivery 
attractive:

With the growth of eBay power 
sellers and multi-channel retailers, 
B2C shipments for small or medium 
sized customers can achieve higher 
price levels. Moreover, consumer-to-
business and consumer-to-consumer 
shipments can also be priced at 
attractive levels.

Postal companies should leverage 
their existing delivery networks and 
look for synergies with mail delivery. 
After all, catalogues and most mail 
order shipments like books, CDs and 
fashion are similar in weight.

Bigger mailboxes at the consignee’s 
house or self-service parcel pick-up 
and drop-off points can also 
contribute to lower delivery costs.

So far this market segment is not an 
area of fierce European-wide 
competition but we expect that new 
entrants and postal incumbents will 
address this market on a multi-country 
- if not on a European level - basis.

Postal organizations will need to 
offer a compelling service portfolio 
to the end customer to hold on to 
and to grow this market segment. 
This includes:

Multiple delivery options based on 
consumer preferences. As an 
alternative to home delivery, some 
postal delivery organizations 
deliver to delivery points such as 
gas/petrol stations and to self-
service delivery boxes.

ß
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A dense network of parcel shops 
or postal outlets as customer 
access points.

Flexible pick-up options.

Electronic booking, tracing and 
payment services.

Postal organizations that are able to 
develop such a model will be able to 
leverage the expected market growth. 
Moreover they might also be able to 
penetrate foreign markets with such 
a model.

Value-added services
Offering value-added services to their 
current group of customers is a way 
an incumbent can defend itself 
against new entrants and achieve 
more revenue. These services can be 
offered for transactional mail and 
direct mail, which means there is a 
close link with the traditional service 
offering of postal organizations. 
Nevertheless, it is important to 
realize that in offering value-added 
services postal organizations will be 
competing with a new set of 
competitors who are much more 
familiar with these markets.

The most interesting segment for 
value-added services is in direct mail. 
This is due to the fact that making 
direct mail less costly or more 
effective has a spiral effect on future 
mail volumes: a flyer leads to a 
catalogue request, a residential parcel, 
a voucher and so on. Making direct 
marketing more attractive compared 
with classical marketing is therefore 
in the self-interest of any postal 
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organization. As a result, most 
incumbents have added database 
management, response handling and 
effectiveness measurement to their 
portfolio. As an extra, they are able to 
add content creation and printing.

In the area of transactional mail, 
most postal operators have also 
started to offer value-added services 
such as mailroom management, 
printing, document scanning, 
electronic document distribution, 
archiving and so on.

From a strategic point of view, an 
interesting value-added service is 
Electronic Bill Presentment and 
Payment (EBPP). Although there is a 
threat of electronic substitution for 
bills, postal operators are well 
positioned to offer electronic 
solutions such as EBPP. This is 
because the operator is more neutral 
than a normal bank and can more 
easily switch between physical and 
electronic mail. However they have to 
bear the risk that this could speed up 
the erosion of their core business.

Deutsche Post (DE), La Poste (FR), Die 
Post (CH), TNT (NL) and Posti (FI) are 
currently the most active postal 
organizations in value-added services. 
Due to high investments in start-ups 
and acquisitions these players have 
attained a high growth rate. The 
challenge for postal organizations is to 
create shareholder value with these 
investments, as the key success factors 
in these businesses are quite different 
from the traditional postal business.

Diversification into financial 
services, express parcel, logistics
Financial services, express parcel and 
logistics businesses such as trucking, 
air and ocean freight forwarding and 
contract logistics have only limited 
synergies with mail distribution:

Financial Services: It seems that 
the sharing of postal outlets for mail 
services and financial services 
creates a clear case for an integrated 
financial services division within a 
postal organization. In a number of 
European countries postal financial 
services is actually seen as a success 
story. However, with the growth of 
electronic banking and mail market 
liberalization we believe that there 
are less and less synergies as banks 
want to concentrate on a small 
number of prestigious outlets 
whereas a postal organization would 
like to offer easy access at minimal 
cost. So postal organizations will 
look for a low-cost franchise model 
in retail shops. Therefore, we expect 
to see a continuation of the 
separation between the postal 
organization and traditional 
financial services.

Express or B2B Parcels: Some of the 
major European Postal organizations 
have entered the express and/or B2B 
parcel market. These include 
Deutsche Post, which acquired DHL 
and local B2B players, the Dutch 
postal organization, which acquired 
TNT and now uses it as its official 
name, La Poste (FR) which acquired 
DPD and several local B2B 
specialists, and Royal Mail, which 
acquired GLS as well as a number of 
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local B2B specialists. As both the 
international express market and  
the European B2B parcel market  
are highly concentrated with only  
a handful of players, it is by now 
almost impossible for a new entrant 
to build a significant market share  
in these markets by organic growth. 
Moreover as these markets are more 
and more dominated by global or 
European organizations, postal 
organizations will eventually lose 
even the small revenue shares they 
might have in their local market.

Logistics: From the three sub-
segments – contract logistics, air & 
ocean freight forwarding and land 
transport – only land transport has 
a limited synergy with the postal 
business as most postal 
organizations also buy trucking 
capacity in the market. As the 
European trucking market is still 
highly fragmented and there are 
interesting business models 
(Advanced Trucking), this is 
certainly an opportunity to look at.

In general, diversification will not 
solve the underlying challenge of the 
postal market and it should therefore 
be regarded as a portfolio investment. 
Postal companies can learn from 
private equity companies that such 
an investment should only be 
considered if there is a clear value 
proposition. It should also be kept 
separate from other business units. 
Attempts to create value through 
cross business unit synergies have 
generally been unsuccessful.

ß
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Since we expect that the postal 
market liberalization will continue, 
we believe that senior management 
should start to act now to prepare in 
time. Based on the current regulatory 
status, we would summarize our 
findings as follows:

The competitive landscape of the 
European postal markets will change 
from the highly profitable and stable 
market it is today to a much more 
competitive market environment, 
with shrinking postal revenues and 
fierce competition from 2009 
onwards (if EU postal liberalization 
becomes effective in 2009).

New competitors will enter the 
market with a low-cost post model 
which gives them a cost advantage 
over the incumbents. They offer what 
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Summary and Conclusions
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Collaborative Business Experience

most customers want: lower prices 
and a reliable service (instead of high 
prices and a next day service).

If the European postal market will 
be effectively opened by 2009/2011 
we expect that by 2015 the market 
will shrink by at least 20% in real 
terms and new competitors will 
reach a market share of up to 20%. 
The combined effect of these two 
developments will mean that postal 
incumbents could lose up to 35-
40% of their current revenues.

Incumbents must defend their home 
market. To do this, they will have to 
redesign their current business 
model to include:

A state-of-the-art customer 
segmentation and relationship 
management

ß
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−

Addressing the different needs of 
business and private customers

Operations which are based on a 
pull principle

A flexible delivery organization

For innovative postal organizations 
we see growth opportunities in:

Foreign postal markets

Residential parcel delivery

Value-added services

Capital markets and private equity 
companies will closely follow these 
developments and will try to take 
advantage of restructuring 
opportunities.
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